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Regular Expressions

Regular Expression Denotes Language

Atomic Regular Expressions

x, where x ∈ Σ the single character x L(x) = x
ε empty string L(ε) = ε
∅ empty set L(∅) =

Compound Regular Expressions

(r?) zero or more of r1 L((r)?) = L(r)?

(r1r2) concatenation of r1 and r2 L(r1r2) = L(r1)L(r2)
(r1 + r2) either r1 or r2 L(r1 + r2) = L(r1) ∪ L(r2)

Note: parentheses in compound regular expressions are for grouping sub-expressions. In the absence of parentheses, highest to lowest
precedence proceeds top-down as shown above (i.e., ? has the highest and + has the lowest.

Regular Expression Examples

Regular Expression Denotes Regular Language grep expression egrep expression

abc The string abc. {abc} abc abc
a + b + c Any one character in the set {a, b, c}. {a, b, c} [abc] a | b | c
a + e + i + o + u Any one character in the set. {a, e, i, o, u} {a, e, i, o, u} [aeiou] a | e | i | o | u
ε + a ‘a’ or the empty string. {ε, a} n/a a?
a(b + c) ‘a’ followed by any character in the set {b, c}. {ab, ac} a[bc] a(b | c)
ab + cd any one string in the set {ab, cd}. {ab, cd} n/a (ab) | (cd)
a(b + c)d ‘a’ followed by any character in the set {b, c} {abd, acd} a[bc]d a(b | c)d

followed by ‘d’.
a? ‘a’ zero or more times. {ε, a, aa, aaa, . . . } a? a?

aa? ‘a’ one or more times. {a, aa, aaa, . . . } aa? a+

aaaa? ‘a’ three or more times {aaa, aaaa, aaaaa, . . . } aaaa? a{3,} (or aaa+)
aaaaaaaa ‘a’ exactly eight times. {aaaaaaaa} a\{8\} a{8}
a + aa + aaa + aaaa + aaaaa ‘a’ between one and five times. {a, aa, aaa, aaaa, aaaaa} a\{1,5\} a{1,5}
aaa + aaaa + aaaaa + aaaaaa ‘a’ between three and six times. {aaa, aaaa, aaaaa, aaaaaa} a\{3,6\} a{3,6}



grep and grep Examples

grep Symbol(s) Meaning grep Expression

. any single character .
[ ] or of each character within [abc]
[∧ ] complement of or of each character within [∧abc]
[–] or of each character in range [a–z]

[b–dfv–z]
[∧–] complement of or of each character in range [∧a–g]

[∧b–dfhj–np–tv–z]
[ ] characters within character class are literal [.*]

with the following two exceptions
matches an ‘a’ and a circumflex character [a∧]
matches an ‘a’ and dash character [a-]
matches an ‘a’ and dash character [-a]

( ) for grouping a\(b | c\)d
\{n\} n times a\{8\}
\{n,m\} n to m times a\{1,5\}

a\{3,6\}
\{n,\} n or more times a{6,}
\ escapes special meaning of following metacharacter \.

egrep and egrep Examples

egrep Symbol(s) Meaning egrep Expression

? 0 or 1 times a?
+ 1 or more times a+
| either regexp to left or to right ab | cd
( ) for grouping a(b | c)d
{n} n times a{8}
{n,m} n to m times a{1,5}

a{3,6}
{n,} n or more times a{6,}
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